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Abstract. We study a simple self-consistent model of a
whistler cyclotron maser derived from the full set of
quasi-linear equations. We employ numerical calcula-
tions to demonstrate dependencies of pulsation regimes
of whistler-mode wave interactions with energetic elec-
trons on plasma parameters. Possible temporal evolu-
tion of those regimes in real conditions is discussed;
calculations are compared with case-study experimental
data on energetic electron precipitation pulsations. A
reasonable agreement of the model results and the
observations has been found.

Key words. Magnetospheric physics (Auroral
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1 Introduction

It is well known that the whistler cyclotron instability
(WCI) is an important agent of energetic electron
precipitation from the radiation belts. One of its
interesting features is existence of nonstationary (pul-
sating) regimes in presence of a constant free energy
source which may be, e.g., due to drift of injected
energetic electrons into an instability region or local
acceleration mechanisms. These pulsations can be
damped or undamped and they are believed to account
for some types of experimentally observed phenomena
such as pulsating auroral patches (for a review of
observations see, e.g., Sandahl (1984), theoretical inv-
estigation has been reported by Trakhtengerts et al.
(1986), Davidson and Chiu (1986), Demekhov and
Trakhtengerts (1994)).

Due to the complexity of the self-consistent theory of
WCI it seems fruitful to employ simpli®ed models which
enable a quick means of obtaining estimations and thus

rapid choice of parameters that provide the best
agreement with the experiment. Such models have been
suggested and analyzed, e.g., by Bespalov and Trakh-
tengerts (1976), Schulz (1974), Davidson (1979), Bes-
palov (1981), and Davidson and Chiu (1986). In
particular, undamped pulsating solutions in presence
of a constant free energy source have been obtained by
Bespalov (1981), and Davidson and Chiu (1986). Bes-
palov (1981) used a rigorous approach based on
expanding the pitch-angle distribution function over a
set of eigenfunctions of the quasi-linear di�usion oper-
ator and obtained a set of ordinary di�erential equa-
tions (ODEs) valid for weak pitch angle di�usion
regime. Davidson and Chiu (1986) adopted a phenom-
enological approach aiming to investigate the moderate
and strong di�usion regimes. However, as shown by
Trakhtengerts et al. (1986), Demekhov (1991), Deme-
khov and Trakhtengerts (1994), the distribution func-
tion of energetic electrons can strongly vary in these
regimes, as well as wave spectrum shape, so using a full
pitch-angle distribution seems necessary for proper
treatment of the loss cone ®lling e�ect in the case of
moderate di�usion.

The study reported in this work is motivated by
observations of auroral electron precipitation pulsations
with periods about T � 102 s, for which satellite data on
trapped energetic electrons and EISCAT data on the
ionosphere ionization have been recently analyzed
(Manninen et al., 1996; Lyubchich et al., 1996). For
the time scales mentioned, weak pitch-angle di�usion
approximation is suitable. Thus we use the rigorous
model for non-stationary WCI regimes suggested by
Bespalov (1981), which is based on the multi-level set of
equations for the WCI taking into account nonlinear
modulation of the pitch-angle distribution of trapped
energetic particles. It allows us to relate the parameters
of WCI regimes to the quantities derived from observa-
tions, such as density, energy and pitch-angle distribu-
tion of energetic electrons and cold plasma density.

To make the model closer to the experiment, its
generalized version with slow time dependence of the
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coe�cients is considered. Such a dependence can be,
e.g., due to variation of the number density, energy or
anisotropy of energetic particles or background plasma
density in the instability region. On the base of
numerical calculations, we investigate the quantitative
and qualitative dependencies of characteristics of ener-
getic electron precipitation pulsations on those param-
eters and their possible temporal evolution.

An attempt is made to compare the results obtained
with observational data. We try to simulate the precip-
itation events reported by Manninen et al. (1996),
Lyubchich et al. (1996). We show that using the multi-
level WCI equations, the qualitative di�erence of
precipitation time patterns between these events can be
consistently attributed to the di�erence in the recorded
plasma parameters.

2 Basic equations and their properties

We start from the multi-level equations for the whistler
cyclotron instability (Bespalov, 1981) taking into ac-
count nonlinear modulation of the pitch-angle distribu-
tion of trapped energetic particles. The detailed deriva-
tion of these equations can be found in the review paper
by Bespalov and Trakhtengerts (1986). They have the
form:

dFi=dt � ÿD0EdiFi � Ii ;

dE=dt �
X

i
hiFi ÿ m

� �
E :

�1�

Here E is the whistler wave energy density; Fi and Ii
(i � 1; 2; . . .) are the amplitudes in the expansion of the
pitch-angle distribution function of energetic electrons
F �h� and the source function I�h� into a complete set of
eigenfunctions Zi of the quasi-linear di�usion operator:

F �h� �
X

i
FiZi�h� ;

I�h� �
X

i
IiZi�h� ;

�2�

d

dg
g
dZi

dg
� ÿdiZi ; �3�

g � sin2 h, h is the equatorial pitch angle, di are the
corresponding eigenvalues; hi are the coe�cients of the
growth rate expansion; m is the wave energy damping
rate; and D0 � xBLb�=NcW where b� � x2

pLv2=x2
BLc2,

xpL and xBL are the electron plasma frequency, and
gyrofrequency, respectively, index L refers to the
equatorial plane, W � mv2=2 is the electron energy, Nc
is the cold plasma number density. This system of
equations can be derived from the general quasi-linear
theory if (1) di�usion over energy is neglected; (2) wave
energy spectrum is narrow in frequency; and (3) weak
pitch-angle di�usion regime is realized. The 1st and the
2nd assumptions are valid in regions with su�ciently
high background plasma density, when the frequency of
whistler waves is low, x � xBL=b� � xBL. Weak pitch-
angle di�usion regime exists for su�ciently low values of
the wave energy density. Quantitative criterion for this
can be written as

D0Ed1 � 2=Tb ; �4�
where Tb is the particle bounce period; this inequality
means that emptying of the loss cone is much faster than
its ®lling by the pitch angle di�usion.

The boundary conditions for the eigenvalue problem
(3) correspond to the weak pitch-angle di�usion regime:

Zi�gc � �2
c� � 0; Z 0i�gm � �2

m� � 0 ; �5�
�c � sin hc � rÿ1=2 is the sine of equatorial loss cone
angle (r is the mirror ratio); �m is the upper boundary of
the interaction region, �m �

����������������
1ÿ�4b��ÿ1
p

. For particles with
� > �m, the condition of cyclotron resonance with
parallel propagating whistler waves with x < xBL=2
cannot be satis®ed.

The eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of Eq. (3) can be
expressed in terms of Bessel functions. This is readily
seen by applying the substitution x � 2d1=2i � � 2�dig�1=2.
Writing down the solution for the resulting Bessel
equation and using the boundary conditions, one can
see (Bespalov, 1981) that the eigenvalues di are the roots
of the following characteristic equation:

J0�x�i�c �Y1�px�i�c � ÿ Y0�x�i�c �J1�px�i�c � � 0 ; �6�
where x�i�c � 2d1=2i �c, p � �m=�c. The eigenfunctions Zi
have the form

Zi � Ci�J0�x�i�c �Y0�x� ÿ Y0�x�i�c �J0�x�� ; �7�
Ci � pdi, x � 2d1=2i �. The coe�cients hi are written as

hi � �xBL=Nc� �2
mZi�x�i�m � ÿ 1

h i
: �8�

For practical usage, one can solve numerically the
characteristic Eq. (6) for a range of values of p, to
tabulate dimensionless roots x�i�c as dependent of p; these
results can then be used for di�erent combinations of �c
and �m.

Analysis of the system (1) with constant coe�cients
showed (Bespalov, 1981) that it can have oscillatory
solutions corresponding to pulsating precipitation of
energetic electrons. To produce pulsating regimes, it is
necessary to consider at least two components in the
distribution function expansion (i � 1; 2); if we take
only one component, we obtain only damped pulsations
(Bespalov and Trakhtengerts, 1976; Davidson, 1979).
Further we take into account only the ®rst two
components: this is possible because the eigenvalues di
rapidly increase with the eigennumber i. In particular,
d2=d3 ' 0:3 for �c � 0:1 which corresponds to L � 5. In
the quasistationary case, Fi � Ii=�D0Edi�. Thus if I3 � I2,
then F3=F2 � I3d2=I2d3 � 0:3, and the contributions of
F3 and F2 to the growth rate will compare as for
jh3F3=h2F2j � 0:3 (h2 ' h3). On the other hand, similar
comparison of the roles of the 1st and 2nd components
shows that if I1 � I2, then jh2F2=h1F1j � 3:5 (d1=d2 � 25,
jh2=h1j � 85). This means that the relative role of the
term F2 as compared with F1 is 10 times as signi®cant as
the role of F3 as compared with F2. Omission of terms
fFi : i > 2g can be justi®ed also qualitatively: solution of
the full quasi-linear equations does not show additional
strong peculiarities of the temporal regime of the
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instability except the pulsating regime (e.g., Demekhov
and Trakhtengerts, 1994) which can be obtained using
the terms F1 and F2 in the expansion of F �h�.

We note that the basic eigenfunction Z1�g� mono-
tonically increases with g, and higher eigenfunctions Zi
oscillate near zero crossing the g axis �iÿ 1� times within
the interval g 2�gc; gm�. When the amplitude F2 of the
2nd ``harmonic'' Z2 increases, the pitch-angle distribu-
tion changes its shape from a monotonically growing
function to a nonmonotonous one (Fig. 1), that can be
described as butter¯y-like because it reaches maximum
at a given pitch angle.

2.1 Parameters of pulsations

It is interesting to discuss characteristics of the pulsating
regimes under realistic assumptions of cold and hot
plasma parameters. These parameters are usually not
constant in time, thus we should consider possible
changes in the cyclotron instability regime by suitable
variation of the coe�cients in Eq. (1). In this study we
will assume su�ciently slow evolution of the external
parameters, so that we can use the same equations with
correspondingly varying coe�cients.

Qualitatively, consequences of variation of each
parameter can be understood based on known analytical
and numerical results (Bespalov and Trakhtengerts,
1986; Demekhov and Trakhtengerts, 1994):

1. The duration of an impulse si is proportional to the
wave growth time which is of order of mÿ1.

2. The period of pulsations is the sum of si and the
pause duration sp, T � si � sp � sp, where sp is
determined by the time sI of energetic particle
accumulation to the instability threshold. Thus sp
depends mainly on the particle source intensity and
anisotropy and on wave damping m
(sp � sI /

P
i hiIi=m

ÿ �ÿ1
); also it weakly depends on

Nc and W . If the energetic particle source is due to
their drift through the interaction region, the source
intensity is proportional to Nh=tD where Nh is the

number density in a cloud at the boundary of the
interaction region, and tD is the drift time.

Conditions for a pulsating regime in the system (1) are
as follows:

1. The dimensionless parameter a � �msI�ÿ1 has to be
su�ciently small, and

2. The 2-nd harmonic I2 in the source function expan-
sion (2) has to be large enough (Bespalov, 1981).

The damping rate m is determined by the e�ective
re¯ection coe�cient R according to the formula
m � 2j lnRj=Tg, Tg �

H
dz=vg is the period of wave packet

oscillations between conjugate ionospheres. R depends
on ionospheric conductivity and on parameters of
magnetospheric cold plasma since damping of whistler
waves is due to partial re¯ection from the ionosphere
and from the duct ends and also due to refraction losses.
The value of R is a rather important parameter for our
problem, since it in¯uences the period of pulsations;
however its exact value is unknown, so we can use only
rough estimations based on ray-tracing studies.

We will consider the temporal variations that can
occur during a passage of a cloud of energetic electrons
through the cyclotron interaction region. In this case we
can expect variation of the energetic particle source
amplitude (which is proportional to the electron density
in a cloud), pitch-angle anisotropy, and characteristic
energy of electrons. Other quantities that can vary are:
background plasma density Nc and e�ective re¯ection
coe�cient R.

The most substantial variation can be expected in
energetic electron density and anisotropy. The ``slosh-
ing'' or ``butter¯y'' component of the pitch angle
distribution of the injected particles, which is due to
the 2-nd harmonic I2 of the source function (Fig. 1), will
increase with time if the injection region is localized at a
distance from the instability region. This is in agreement
with recent analyses of substorm injection events
(Manninen et al., 1996; Lyubchich et al., 1996). Rele-
vant properties of pulsating regimes of CI are:

1. Increase of the source power leads to a decrease of the
pulsating period T and further to a transition to a
damped pulsation regime.

2. The amplitude of the 2nd pitch-angle harmonic, I2, in
the energetic particle source distribution, must be
above some threshold to provide existence of un-
damped pulsating regime of WCI. Increase of I2
above this threshold leads to an increase of T .

3 Calculation results

For the numerical calculations, we assume that the
source intensity J � I1 � I2 and the ratio A � I2=I1 vary
according to the equations

I �I0 1� DI sin�pt=2TI�� � �9�
A �A0 1� DA sin�pt=2TI�� � �10�
The electron energy changes linearly during each run
from the value W0 to W1. Thus we can investigate the

Fig. 1. Pitch-angle dependence of the energetic electron source: two
harmonics, Z1;2, are taken into account. When I2 � 0, the distribution
is monotonously growing; otherwise it can have a maximum at some
point � between �c and �m
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in¯uence of the most signi®cant parameters on dynam-
ical regimes that exist in the cyclotron maser described
by Eq. (1). The restriction that the parameters A and I
vary with the same time scale could be omitted by
choosing a di�erent temporal dependence; for the goals
of this work this restriction is not signi®cant.

Figures 2±5 show the numerical results; ¯uxes of
trapped and precipitated energetic particle ¯uxes Str and
Spr are plotted as functions of time. They are calculated
according to the formulas

Str �v
Z

F �g��1ÿ g�1=2dg

�v
Z X2

1

FiZi�g��1ÿ g�1=2dg ; �11�

Spr �prvTbD0E
X2
1

diFi �12�

and represent total ¯uxes integrated over solid angle and
energy. In these equations, as earlier, r is the mirror
ratio v is the energetic electron velocity, and Tb is the
bounce period.

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the cases when only a single
parameter changes. In particular, the source intensity I
is variable in Fig. 2 and the pitch-angle distribution,
quanti®ed by the ratio A, is variable in Fig. 3; values of
parameters chosen can be seen in ®gure legends. These

®gures demonstrate in a pure form, the most important
features mentioned already:

1. In Fig. 2, one can see the e�ect of gradual increase of
the source intensity from the start to the end of the
run; strong pulsations exist in the beginning, when the
value of I is minimal; their period decreases with time
while I increases, then a transition to damped
pulsations and further to a steady state occurs.

2. In Fig. 3, the parameter A, representing the ``sloshing''
component of the pitch-angle distribution (Fig. 1),
increases during the run according to Eq. (10) (see the
®gure legend for parameters). Here the initial condi-
tions have been chosen close to the stationary state,
and the initial value of A close to the threshold
mentioned in the preceding section. According to this,
small pulsations occur near t � 0, and with increase
of A we see the buildup of strong pulsations whose
period increases.

Figures 4 and 5 show two examples of numerical
solution of the Eq. (1) which demonstrate the evolution
of pulsation regimes of a cyclotron maser due to
variation of both the energetic particle density and
pitch angle distribution (see ®gure legends for param-
eters). Figure 4 corresponds to a slower variation
(TI1 � 3600 s) with larger change in the pitch-angle
distribution (DA1 � 4) and smaller variation of the
source intensity (DI1 � 2) as compared with the param-

Fig. 2. Result of numerical calculations of Eq. (1)
with variable intensity of the energetic particle
source: Eq. (9), TI � 7200 s

Fig. 3. Result of numerical calculations of Eq. (1)
with variable pitch-angle distribution of the energetic
particle source: Eq. (10), TI � 7200 s
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eters chosen for Fig. 5 (TI2 � 1800 s, DA2 � 2, and
DI2 � 4).

From the numerical results, we can see that qualita-
tively di�erent temporal evolution of pulsating regimes
of CI can be seen depending on the parameters of the
injected energetic electron cloud.

In particular, increase of the 2nd harmonic in the
energetic electron pitch-angle distribution can result in a
net increase of the pulsation period even if the simul-
taneous growth of the energetic electron density acts to
decrease the period (Fig. 4).

Figure 5 shows that pulsating precipitation can cease
when the energetic electron density is at maximum. It is
very interesting to note that pulsations are not re-
established in the end of the run, though all parameters
of the energetic particle source return to their initial
values. This is due to the hard regime of pulsation
excitation which is con®rmed by the calculations not
shown here. For the chosen parameters, undamped
pulsations in the cyclotron maser exist only if the initial
state is far enough from the stationary one, otherwise
they are damped.

4 Discussion

The parameters of energetic electrons for numerical
calculations shown in Fig. (4) and (5) were chosen so as

to reproduce some features from case studies of two
substorm injections accompanied by pulsating electron
precipitation (Manninen et al., 1996; Lyubchich et al.,
1996). Now we try to compare the calculation results
with the observations. Table 1 summarizes the observa-
tion results for two events whose features are represent-
ed by calculations. We note that not all the plasma
parameters necessary for the model are known. In
particular, period of pulsations is determined by the
drift time of energetic electrons through the interaction
region (Trakhtengerts et al., 1986; Demekhov and
Trakhtengerts, 1994); this time is not known since there
is no information on spatial characteristics of pulsations
(no optical data are available for the events discussed).
Thus we had to choose the source intensity I which
provided the observed periods of pulsations. We can
estimate the size of the interaction region using the
formula d ' vDT ; for electron energies W � 20±30 keV,
observed pulsation periods T � 100 s imply the value
d � 100 km at ionospheric level.

One can see that the main di�erences between the
events discussed are duration of injection events, char-
acteristics of energy and pitch-angle dispersion of the
energetic electrons, and duration of precipitation pulsa-
tions. From the di�erence in energy and pitch-angle
dispersion, we may assume that event 2 which indicates
no dispersion in energy and pitch angle corresponds to
an injection very close to the observation point, whereas

Fig. 4. Result of numerical calculations of Eq. (1)
with parameters corresponding to a substantial
variation of the pitch-angle distribution in the
source; TI � 3600 s

Fig. 5. Same as in Fig. 4 but for stronger and
shorter injection with smaller variation of the pitch-
angle distribution in the source; TI � 1800 s
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in case of event 1, exhibiting signi®cant dispersion,
injection region is located at some distance from the
region of pulsating precipitation.

Figure 4 represents a localized injection which oc-
curred at some distance from the observation point;
substantial variation of the pitch-angle distribution due
to pitch-angle dependence of the drift velocity is
expected in this case (we have chosen DA � 4), and such
a variation has been indeed recorded (Lyubchich et al.,
1996). According to the data, the maximum of the
``sloshing'' component of the pitch-angle distribution
occurred near the maximum density of the cloud. The
same behaviour is chosen for the calculations. During
that injection, one could observe pulsations during the
whole event, and their period increased near the
maximum density of the energetic electron cloud. Such
an evolution is in agreement with the numerical results
shown in Fig. 4.

Parameters chosen for the calculations represented in
Fig. 5 correspond to the case of the shorter and sharper
injection (event 2 in Table 1) which probably occurred
close to the instability region (this can be concluded
from absence of energy and pitch-angle dispersion). For
that case, pulsations were seen only at the beginning of
the event (Manninen et al., 1996). Similar behaviour has
been obtained in numerical calculations shown in Fig. 5.
The related features of the chosen parameters are (a)
shorter time scale; (b) larger relative variation of the
energetic particle ¯ux (DI � 4); and (c) smaller variation
of the anisotropy factor A (DA � 1).

5 Conclusion

We can conclude that the simple self-consistent model of
a magnetosphere cyclotron maser used in this work
permitted us to explain qualitatively di�erent temporal
patterns of auroral pulsations observed in experiment;
that explanation is consistent with the parameters of
cold and energetic plasma that follow from the data.

The simpli®ed Eq. (1) is known to be violated by the
moderate pitch-angle di�usion regime. An important
task for future work is to compare the results reported
here with those from a more sophisticated model. In
particular, calculation of full distribution over pitch
angle and energy would make possible a more detailed
comparison with observations. However, such calcula-

tions will be rather complicated, so using the simpli®ed
equations like those studied in this work seems to be
important for initial choice of parameters as well as for
investigating some common features of energetic parti-
cle precipitation.
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Table 1. Parameters of pulsating electron precipitation events of
17 December 1990, analyzed by Manninen et al. (1996); Lyubchich
et al. (1996). Properties of auroral pulsations have been obtained

from EISCAT data, and characteristics of energetic electron
injection, from LANL satellites and CRRES

Event 1 Event 2
Duration of injection event �50 min �30 min

Energy dispersion of energetic particles Signi®cant Almost absent
Pitch angle distribution Evolved from the pancake shape

(peaked at 90°) to butter¯y and back
during the event

Pancake shape all the time

Auroral pulsations 40 min (02:30±03:10 UT): All the duration
of the event; period increased in the middle

7 min (03:19±03:26 UT): Only during
the 1st half of the event
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